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standardized, and script-like product

pitches and learn how to ask questions

and tailor solutions to client needs.

I taught consultative skills and

techniques because they worked and

were instrumental in helping

salespeople make the shift needed to

succeed. The sales environment of the

times supported this approach.

Clients were more patient—

actually, appreciative—and would

educate salespeople. Clients shared

their needs, giving salespeople the

information and time required to shape

customized solutions.

Now something new has

happened. You are aware there is a

new sales landscape—one that is

more complex and challenging than

ever before. You know your clients are

smarter and scoping out their own

needs and solutions before they

contact you. Yet, if you ask most

salespeople today what their job is,

they tell you something to the effect of

convincing clients that their offerings

are superior to their competition’s. Just

a very short time ago that would have

been a reasonable answer. But clients

today have what seems like limitless

quality choices, and product

superiority is harder to prove. It is not

what you know about your products

that clients value, but what you can do

with what you know to solve their

business problems. Clients must

believe you understand their business

challenges and that you are prepared

to drive results. They expect you to

anticipate their needs and add to what

they know. They look for insights,

ideas, and know-how. For most

salespeople shifting their

conversations from product to

business challenges is a leap, not a

tweak. For decades there has been

no fundamental changes to selling

and no impetus to radically change

selling models—but that is no longer

the case.

Today both you and your clients

have other ways of finding

information about each other and no

longer depend solely on dialogue.

Every day you start your day getting

ready for your calls, anxious about

the pressure but driven to achieve.

With one click on a website you can

enter your client’s world. Your clients

are doing just that to learn about your

and your competitors’ offerings.

Information is everywhere and

everyone is tapping into it.

In the new sales environment the

tough news is that you will fail if you do

only the things that made you

successful just a few short years ago.

Some of those things will actually hurt

you. The changes in how clients buy

are profound. Today, sales strategy,

process, skills, and tools are the

province of anyone who wants to be

successful. The boundaries between

what sales managers and salespeople

must know have blurred. The

boundaries between selling and

marketing have blurred. And most

significantly the boundaries and

expectations between you and your

clients have blurred.

Clients were the experts in their

business and you in yours. Today

clients and their teams are searching

the Web, spending hours at

whiteboards figuring out their needs,

studying their alternatives, and

encroaching on the product

knowledge/solution terrain that once

belonged to you. Clients turn to the

Internet and no longer solely rely on

sales conversations to learn about the

options available to them. They are not

interested in hearing a delineation of

your product capabilities.

Differentiation is not in your products.

It is your expertise. You have become

the differentiator.

There is an immediate need for

most salespeople to change their

sales conversations. In this book we

will focus on five strategies needed to

move your conversations from product

to business outcomes to succeed in

the new sales landscape:

Futuring: Meta-Preparation
Call it prognostication. Call it

clairvoyance. Today you have to be

one step ahead of your clients. Every

salesperson has some vision of the

future. But in the past selling worked

according to a different time horizon.

Today’s clients are looking to you for

insights and ideas to expand beyond

what they already know to help them

solve not just their current but also

their emerging business challenges.

Heat-Mapping: Anticipating
Client Needs
Your clients have done their

homework. They’ve researched their

In this era of iPads, iPhones, and

apps, sales communications may be

growing, but sales conversations are

dying—and so are many sales. This

book, the product of several decades

developing hundreds of thousands of

salespeople all over the world, is not

about how to sell but about how to sell

differently. It guides you in how to use

the new links and technologies without

losing sight of the very reason for

making a connection in the first

place—a chance to exchange ideas in

conversations that lead to winning

business and long-term relationships.

When I first began working with

sales forces to improve their sales

performance, sales talk had

historically been a monologue.

Salespeople talked. Clients listened.

Salespeople had to know about their

products but not much about their

clients. This approach worked well

enough for that era because clients

had fewer options and no way to learn

about their products other than

through salespeople.

But as things progressed and

competition started to heat up it was

clear to me that salespeople had to

become more client focused and

solutions more customized. I knew the

power of dialogue from my

background in psychology and

education. I was instrumental in

establishing selling as a two-way

conversation based on needs and

customized solutions. Back then I

talked with sales leaders about

strategy and process and provided

salespeople with skills and techniques

to help them be more successful. The

hot topic was creating a dialogue to

uncover client needs and customize

solutions. For most organizations, the

transition to the need dialogue was not

easy. Salespeople had to unlearn

decades of making “one-size-fits-all,”

Changing
the Sales
Conversation 
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But what does this
really tell you? For
starters, clients are
more informed and

there is the danger of
their treating your

solution as a
commodity. 
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Every now and again – actually, very infrequently – a book comes along that you know
is destined to be not only a massive bestseller, but that is also going to challenge our
thinking about the way we sell. “Changing the Sales Conversation” Linda Richardson’s
new book is such a piece of work. Linda has once again demonstrated why she
remains amongst the very foremost sales visionaries and thought-leaders in the sales
space. Normally in this section of the magazine, we publish an interview, but this
month we are re-publishing the entire introduction from the book – it is that good. JF



informed as your clients and more so.

Even though clients have

unprecedented access to knowledge,

they face the difficulty of sorting through

what matters most and finding the value

among all the options. Knowledge and

know-how are two different things. That

is where you come in. Even with clients

who are deeper into their buying cycle,

you can bring expertise, relevant

insights, and ideas that reshape their

thinking and influence their buying

decisions in your favor.

The best salespeople have always

brought ideas and created value for

their clients. But now the ability to

deliver superior value cannot be

limited to a select few. It has become a

requirement for any salesperson who

wants to succeed in sales.

Risk Aversion
It is no surprise to you that the

economy has changed how, why, and

when your clients buy. Because of the

uncertainty of the economy clients are

highly risk averse. Decisions are being

made by consensus. To avoid

mistakes clients are tapping into

trusted colleagues, consultants, and

advisors to narrow down the providers

they will contact. They are demanding

proof of value not in terms of product

superiority but financial impact.

Spending is under a microscope and

solutions must not only satisfy the

client’s direct needs but also meet

cross-functional objectives and

support corporate goals.

Kicked Upstairs
The concern about risk has in turn

elevated the buying decision to the

executive suite. Decisions formerly

made by midlevel managers are now

in the C-suite where the language of

risk and value, not features and

benefits, is spoken. Executives are

getting involved in deals far smaller

than ever before, and you face the

challenge of engaging them at a

strategic level. Clients are demanding

more consulting and support but at the

same time demanding pricing more

appropriate to transactional sales

where no or little innovation, advice, or

implementation support is needed.

Technology
The Internet and emerging

technologies have had a profound

impact on how clients buy. Your clients

have embraced technology. The

convergence of technologies has

created the single most

transformational change in the history

of selling. It has altered how

information is exchanged, making it

possible for people to talk to each

other at any time in multiple formats

and get almost any information they

want in real time. It has disseminated

knowledge, making clients smarter

and more independent. It has raised

their expectations. It has redefined

how they buy, how they acquire

knowledge, and what they value from

you. It has created a knowledge

explosion that has turned knowledge

into a commodity and put a premium

on your ability to bring clients relevant

insight, ideas, and solutions.

Many clients may be ahead of you

in maximizing technology, and they

are getting better and better at buying.

If they have surpassed you, you must

vigorously embrace technology and

choose the key sales tools needed to

respond, build your knowledge

portfolio, and maximize your time.

Conversations to Teach and
Learn
With such dramatic changes in how

clients buy, it would seem reasonable

to tell you that there is an entirely new

way to sell and it is time to leave

everything you know about selling

behind. But that’s absolutely not so.

Yes, selling, as we knew it is gone, and

the parts that have changed are so

significant that if you don’t master them

you will struggle to be relevant to your

clients. There is no question—you

must sell differently. At the same time

though, you must not lose the

consultative skills that helped you

communicate and build relationships

with your clients. Your consultative

selling skills are still relevant—they are

the platform for reaching the next level.

Clients have evolved so quickly.

There is an urgency for you to change

many of the sales models that have

been baked into your sales approach.

A recent research study by Forrester

reported that a scant 15 percent of

senior decision makers interviewed

felt their meetings with salespeople

were valuable. This is a serious

incitement.

What clients were looking for and

not getting is business acumen and

deeper expertise to solve their current

and future business challenges.

Today’s clients expect dialogues

brimming with subject matter

expertise—but the subject has

changed. Expertise on your product

capabilities is the price of admission,

and so are your skills. The expertise

that matters is around insights and

ideas and what you know about your

client’s industries, their companies,

and them. Teaching now holds a high

place in your portfolio of skills. But the
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issues, compared their solution

options, and come to the sales table

smarter. The days of their answering a

long list of discovery questions are

gone. Diagnosing needs is no longer

the conversation starter. Your role is to

turn up the heat by raising the visibility

of priority business challenges and

demonstrating that you understand

their world. From your first client

conversation clients expect you to

show that you can add value. You too

must be smarter and engage them

with questions that move from

discovery to collaboration. The new

need conversation is one in which you

teach and learn.

Value-Tracking: Shaping
Solutions
Just a short time ago clients defined

value in terms of the quality of the

performance of products. They

compared how well competitors’

products satisfied their needs. Today

value is defined in terms of outcomes

and financial impact. Differentiation is

what you bring to the table. The bar

has been raised on the expertise you

must have to sell and on the breath

and scope of what it takes to configure

a winning solution.

Phasing: Controlling the
Process
Your clients’ buying cycle has

changed. Clients now control the sales

process. From their perspective

buying has become a problem solving

cycle. When you enter their buying

cycle determines in large part how

much influence you have and your

success in closing. A defined sales

process gives you a strong

competitive advantage. It is key to

moving deals through the pipeline

quickly and to forecasting accurately.

Linking: Connecting
Emotionally
Linking is more than ice breaking.

Linking is the thorniest of all of the

strategies; it is not only the one

everyone takes for granted but it also

connects all of the above. In a world

where it is easy to think technology

and information rule, your clients are

still looking for something you won’t

find in their requests for proposals.

Certainly they demand expertise and

metrics, but the role emotions play in

their decision making cannot be

underestimated. Yes, you must

connect the dots, but you must also

connect person to person. It is the art

of being both client centered and

human centered.

The five strategies in this book are

about adapting quickly to the sweeping

changes in today’s selling landscape.

This book has one overriding goal: to

provide you with the know-how to solve

your clients’ business challenges and

help you reach your goals on the new

sales map.

Fundamental Shifts
Globalization, the economy, and

emerging technologies have unhinged

selling and profoundly changed how

clients buy. These factors have

converged to create the new sales

landscape:

Globalization
With more than 200 sovereign nations

in the world, each with some ability to

market something virtually,

globalization, conservatively speaking,

has doubled the number of

competitors. Client choices have

exploded geometrically, making it

more difficult for you to differentiate on

product, quality, or price. Additionally,

competitors can come from anywhere

in the world. In the past, what law firm

could have imagined, for example, that

it would be competing for business

and would lose 40 percent of its legal

research billing to a competitor in

another country?

The Path of Knowledge
The real significance to you of the

explosion in competition goes beyond

navigating a tougher and more

crowded competitive landscape. It has

made the old model of selling, which

relied on selling the better mousetrap,

irrelevant. Clients believe any number

of providers can meet their needs

equally well. Differentiation, not

product quality, is the pressure point.

In the old days the sales message,

for customized and non-customized

solutions, was, “Let me tell you about

my product and why it is better.”

Clients have other resources and no

longer depend on you to learn about

products. Moreover, a major study by

the Corporate Executive Board (CEB)

tells us that clients are 57 percent

through their buying cycle before

talking to a salesperson. Clients are

conducting their own research and

then turning to their peers and social

networking for unbiased information

before turning to you.

But what does this really tell you?

For starters, clients are more informed

and there is the danger of their treating

your solution as a commodity. But it

does not tell you that clients no longer

need you. Access to knowledge goes

both ways, and you can be just as
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teaching must be collaborative,

positioning you as teacher and learner.

Based on my extensive experience

in working with hundreds of thousands

of salespeople, salespeople who

serve up insights and ideas have

always existed—but they have always

been in the minority. These top

performers consistently have made up

about 10 percent of a sales force. This

elite group are the legends and

luminaries who bring value to clients

far beyond their product capabilities in

the form of advice and problem

solving. No longer can that kind of

performance be the province of only

the legends and luminaries. In the new

sales environment, there is little room

for the average performers that

sustained sales organizations for

decades. Google’s mantra that “great

is not good enough” is the message of

sales today. You must demonstrate

greater expertise, stronger skills, more

creativity, and deeper motivation. The

new sales conversation is no longer a

Q&A between buyer and seller. It is a

conversation between business

equals in productive collaboration.

Your sales conversation is still your

most important sales tool. Technology

is the vehicle. Knowledge is the

content. Clients’ voices are loud.

Context and content are king. But you

are the connector.

Perhaps your sales organization is

grappling to find answers and make

the changes needed in its selling

system. Ideally it is supporting you

with knowledge sharing, messaging,

and sales tools. Firms such as

Aberdeen Group, Bersin Deloitte,

CSO Insights, ES Research Group,

Forrester, Sales Executive Council,

Richardson, and ZS Research

document what best-in-class

organizations and salespeople are

doing. Everyone in sales is

bombarded with unprecedented

mounds of data about client behavior,

buying practices, and best practices in

selling—much of which is insightful

and helpful, some of which is

contradicting. But all of the data shows

there is no turning back the clock. The

paths of knowledge will continue to

change, but your role as a salesperson

will be even more important as you

bring relevant expertise, insights, and

ideas to your clients.

Change and Challenge
This is a time of great opportunity. In a

sense, all sales organizations and

salespeople are in “start-up” mode on

an equal footing in this new world.

There are many salespeople who are

clinging to their glory days and the

ways that worked for them in the past.

Others are experimenting with

different ways of relating to clients.

Undoubtedly, if you are successful,

you are already using many of the new

ideas and skills I present in this book.

You may be using them without

ascribing a name to them. This book

will help you understand and master

the five strategies that will enable you

to engage in meaningful

conversations your clients value and

for which you are well rewarded.

Today’s economy is facilitated by

technology. The technology available

to you is game changing. But this

book is about you and your expertise,

passion, and commitment to build

relationships in the true sense of the

word relationship—a series of sales

based on the value you bring and the

trust you earn. This book is about

adapting to the present and looking

into the future. It is about

understanding the changes

happening in sales and acting

differently because of them. It is about

connecting on a business and

personal level, collaborating as an

equal, and closing more business

every day. It will help you tweak what

needs tweaking and change what

needs changing to succeed in your

sales role as an advisor your clients

trust—a problem solver, teacher, and

learner.

Your smarter clients are already

out there—savvy, busy, pressured,

risk averse, and in need of guidance

to make the best business and

personal decisions. Transformation

comes from change, not the other way

around. Your clients have already

changed. Buyers’ habits are changing

fast. You too have been making

adjustments. The sales conversation

and scorecard are new. Now it’s time

to challenge yourself to change— for

your clients, your sales organization,

and yourself. There is a new breed of

buyers and sellers. It is now time to

start to change your sales

conversation. Let’s begin together.

Reproduced with kind permission
of the publishers, McGraw-Hill        �

Linda Richardson

If you enjoyed this extract, I urge you to get over
to Amazon and order your copy today HERE. To
learn more about Linda, please visit her new
website – www.lindarichardson.com
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First, the sale is jeopardized when a

seller offers a solution that isn’t quite

right for the buyer. By making

assumptions about buyer needs and

skipping questions which would

reveal more about those needs, the

seller misses the mark. 

Second, the sale is less likely to

close when the buyer doesn’t feel

connected to the seller or to the

solution. The process of asking

questions about buyer needs not only

reveals the needs but also builds

trust, creates value, differentiates the

seller, and facilitates a connection

between the buyer and the seller. 

Keep the visual of a funnel in mind

as you contrast the kinds of questions

to be asked at the beginning, middle

and end of a needs assessment.

Here are examples of questions to

illustrate sequencing in alignment

with the buyer’s process.

Questions focused on a buyer’s

broadest needs (at the top of the

funnel) sound like:

� What goals have you set for the

coming year?

� What is your top priority? 

� Tell me about your expansion

plans.

� What is the impact if these goals

are not achieved?

� How does this year’s growth

compare to last year’s? 

Questions focused on a buyer’s

narrower need for a seller’s product

(lower in funnel) sound like:

� What is your current volume and

who supplies you now?

� What gaps in supply have you

been experiencing? 

� How do you measure the ROI?

� By not making a switch, what will

the impact be on sales?

� How does the ideal situation

compare to the current situation?

Questions focused on the sale

(end of the funnel) sound like:

� How soon are you thinking of

making a supplier change?

� What is your budget? 

� What criteria will you use to

decide on a provider?

� What other options are you

considering?

� What do you already know about

our company?

This is the proper sequencing of

questions for a seller who wants to

understand buyer needs and

advance the sale toward a proposed

solution and, ultimately, to a close. To

learn more about sequencing and

crafting effective sales questions,

pick up a copy of DISCOVER

Questions™ Get You Connected, a

finalist for Top Sales & Marketing

Book of 2013.                                       �

To find out more about Deb or to order your
copy of “DISCOVER QUESTIONS Get You
Connected” visit here:
http://peoplefirstps.com/

Sellers should think
of this progression as
an inverted funnel. At

the beginning are
broad, open-ended
questions focused
exclusively on the

buyer’s needs

Deb Calvert
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Early in a buyer/seller relationship,

questions that seem sales-

focused cause mistrust. A buyer

recoils when questions seem to be

some form of entrapment. By

contrast, buyers open up and trust

develops when a seller starts with

buyer-focused questions. 

Questions that inquire about how

the buyer would use the seller’s

product can easily and accidentally

become overly focused on making

the sale. Proceed with caution when

asking these kinds of questions. The

time for these questions is after the

seller fully understands the buyer’s

broader needs. 

Sales-focused questions take

many different forms. The best way

for a seller to ascertain whether a

question is buyer-focused or sales-

focused is to check his or her own

intention. Asking “will this question

reveal buyer needs?” can help a

seller be more discerning. 

Questions about a buyer’s broad

needs should precede questions

about the buyer’s needs for the

seller’s products. 

Sellers should think of this

progression as an inverted funnel. At

the beginning are broad, open-ended

questions focused exclusively on the

buyer’s needs. As those needs

become apparent, the funnel begins to

narrow and the questions do, too.

That’s when the seller shifts to

questions which reveal how the

buyer’s needs may be met by the

seller’s product. Finally, at the very

narrowest point of the funnel, as the

seller is beginning to see a clear

solution for the buyer’s needs, then

(and only then!) the seller’s questions

become focused on the sale.

Another way of looking at this

would be to overlay the question

sequence funnel with the buyer’s

process. The process of buying starts

with gaining awareness and then

developing an interest. Only a buyer

who is aware and interested will desire

a product and take action to acquire it.

Broad questions focusing on the

buyer’s need will open the buyer up to

ideas the seller offers later because

trust will develop and the seller will be

differentiated. Interest grows when a

buyer sees relevance and benefits.

Sellers can only show relevance and

benefits when they understand their

buyers’ needs clearly.

When sellers skip ahead to sales-

focused questions, they are at risk of

losing sales for two primary reasons.

Are your questions drawing your buyer closer to you or
making your buyer back away from you? It may depend
on the order in which you are asking questions.
Adjusting the sequence of your questions can make a
difference in how the buyer responds. 

To Engage Your Buyer, Sequence
Your Questions Properly

10 Top Sales World Magazine February 2014



The content you share should not

be a sales pitch or product slicks.

Your goal is to share content that

educates and informs. If you sell CRM

solutions, don't just talk about your

product, share information about

industry trends, best practices, the

competitive landscape or advice from

other business leaders. Prospects

want to work with sales people who

can help them understand what they

don't know in order to make the right

buying decision.

Talking about using content as part

of your process is one thing. But what

and how do you do it? Here are few

ideas to get your started.

1. Write a blog.

2. Conduct podcast interviews with

customers on a topic of importance in

their industry.

3. Curate the content from top

bloggers and writers in your field or

from websites you like - Forbes,

Mashable, Harvard Business Review

and share with your networks using a

dashboard tool like Hootsuite.

4. Reach out to other influencers and

ask about guest blogging on their site.

If they do podcast or video interviews,

ask to be considered for an interview.

5. Share content from the people

you respect and follow on LinkedIn.

Make sure their content fits your

brand and message.

6. Conduct a webinar. Set it up panel

style and moderate. Record the

session for post follow up and use in

sharing content later.

7. Create a presentation about trends

in the industry and post via Slideshare

and on your LinkedIn profile.

8. Curate a newspaper using Paper.li

or Scoop.It. Add 25 of the top

influencers you like and include their

blog posts, tweets, etc. 

9. Speak at an event - could be as a

featured speaker or a panelist and

have it videotaped.

10.Create a video clip of your tip of the

week. Get really good at it and do it

daily.

11.Host a live tweet chat, capture key

points from the discussion and turn

that into blog posts, interviews or

presentations.

12.Get to know editors at various

online sites who publish blog posts or

magazines. Offer to guest write an

article.

Mix in any corporate content available

to you with a few of the suggestions

that I've provided. The idea is to

develop your brand as an influencer.

When you mix up your content with

that of others who offer fresh business

insights and perspectives, you stand

out. Of course, be sure you follow your

company guidelines regarding social

media usage.

Bottom line: Content equals more

visibility and with buyers searching for

solutions, you want to be found more

often than your competition. Make a

personal commitment to be helpful

versus just another sales person trying

to pitch something. It isn't hard to get

started. Pick one item on the list and

start differentiating yourself today –

success could simply be that

difference!                                               �

Barb Giamanco

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/

Content Captures Interest 

Make a personal
commitment to be
helpful versus just

another sales person
trying to pitch

something. 
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For anyone in a sales position today, sharing content needs to be a cornerstone of
your social selling process. With buyers using the net and social networks to research
options, high value content that is shared strategically creates a perception of
authority and credibility and is instrumental in helping buyers find you. 

http://blogtalkradio.com/connect11
http://peoplefirstps.com/upcoming-radio-shows-2/
http://peoplefirstps.com/category/connect-online-radio/
http://peoplefirstps.com


There are issues with both types of

software that can keep companies

from fully benefiting from their

investments. CRM can be

cumbersome and is often designed to

help management more than individual

salespeople. CPQ can be complicated

and expensive.

iQuote Xpress has recently re-

imagined and re-invented their V6.0

solution to bring the best of CPQ and

the essential elements of CRM

together for the first time. They are

calling this new solution cross-breed

“QRM” or Quotation and Relationship

Management. 

While iQuote Xpress proposal

solution is not new, it now includes two

new features, Leads & Activities, which

take it to a whole new level. The

addition of the new features means

sales teams that don’t have a CRM

system can utilize iQuote Xpress even

before the quotation stage of the sales

cycle. 

Leads can now be imported (or

added individually) then have activities

such as tasks, appointments, events,

and salespeople assigned to them.

When leads are qualified and reach

the opportunity stage, salespeople can

quickly select or configure products

and generate quotes and proposals.

QRM is especially well suited for

companies with any of the following

characteristics:

� Your pricing schedules are complex 

� Your solutions require complex

configuration of multiple parts

� Quotes are susceptible to errors

(either in pricing, configuration or both)

� Proposals take too much of a

salesperson’s time which impacts the

time spent selling.

� It’s important that proposals meet

brand and regulatory compliance. 

� You sell through channel partners

who handle multiple vendor solutions

and who are therefore more prone to

misconfiguration or pricing errors. 

� Price lists are buried in multiple

versions of spreadsheets and ERP

systems, so accuracy is a problem

� Quotes or proposals are on a

salesperson’s office pc and in the

company’s local area network, so

remote accessibility is a problem.

� Appointments live in your calendar

or email client, so calendar

synchronization is a problem.

The key benefits of iQuote Xpress’s

solution is that Sales personnel are

able to easily and quickly generate

more detailed, accurate, and

compliant proposals, that are

consistently professional.

Management has online access to

proposal, sales reporting and

forecasting information. Sales

managers eliminate the time spent

chasing information they need to be

more effective leaders.

Contact and proposal information

is securely stored online and can only

be removed by those who’ve been

granted access. That means you don’t

have to worry about loss of

information, or ramp-up time, if you

change territories or account

assignments.

Key to iQuote Xpress QRM is for

salespeople to reduce the time spent

managing new leads and prospect

activities, and researching and

writing lengthy quotes, so they can

spend time in front of more

prospects delivering professional

sales presentations—both of which

lead to increased productivity and

revenue.                                             �

QRM: A New Type of Sales Tool to
Manage Leads and Proposals 
You’ve no doubt heard of CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) and you have likely heard of proposal
solutions, often referred to as CPQ (Configuration,
Proposal and Quotation). 

Nancy Nardin

Find out more about iQuote Xpress

here: http://www.iquotexpress.com/

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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recurring revenue, great referrals,

tenure in their territory and with their

company, 500+ LinkedIn connections,

incoming leads, and enough leads,

referrals and introductions to keep

their pipeline full is excused – not only

from prospecting by phone, but from

the rest of this article as well.

That leaves the following:

� Those who are new to selling

� Those who are new to their

industry

� Those who are new to their

company

� Those who receive few, if any,

leads

� Those who do not have a strong

customer base

� Those who don’t get referrals and

introductions

� Those with a new business quota

� Those who can’t benefit from local

networking groups

� Those who have weak LinkedIn

groups

For the above mentioned

salespeople, networking and LinkedIn

can play a supporting role, but not be

the star in your show. It doesn’t matter

how wonderful the new tools are. It

doesn’t matter how well your CRM

application works. It doesn’t matter

how many people follow you, how

many friends you have, or how many

businesses and people you are

following. If you can’t convert those

cyber connections to meetings, you

must get on the phone.

The problem with getting on the

phone today, versus even 6 years

ago, is that we must deal with the

following challenges:

� It can take 8 attempts or more,

depending on your target’s title, to

reach a prospect

� Salespeople typically give up after

4 attempts!

� This passive rejection is becoming

increasingly difficult for most

salespeople to handle

� Prospects, in general, have little

time or patience for “another

salesperson” or sales call

� The very salespeople who must

still use the phone typically suck on

the phone

� It is easy to become discouraged,

demotivated and depressed after long

hours of making calls

� Salespeople leave horrible

voicemails and wonder why their calls

aren’t returned

� Most salespeople have an

alarmingly low conversation to

meeting ratio

� Sales Managers aren’t much help.

They hold salespeople accountable

for call quantities and call time, but

don’t provide impactful coaching that

improves the quality of the calls

� The 9 points combined above

suggest that calling time is wasted

time

Right now, at this very moment, I

received a cold call from a printing

company. She sounded very good on

the phone, but the call itself was right

out of the 1970’s. While she wasn’t

bad, her script was horrible. Instead of

making it about my company, she

made it about her company. Instead of

asking questions, she told me about

what they do, how they price, their on-

time guarantee, free delivery and all of

the stuff that isn’t important to me. The

only thing she really did correctly was

to get through to me! And she got

through because the gatekeeper

didn’t answer and she was lucky

enough to get into the automated

system.

What can salespeople do, today, to

improve their phone success?

Focus on:
� Tonality and Pace

� The customer

� Be concise

� Listen

� Ask questions

� Their potential issues

� Hours of practice

� Record calls

� Review, dissect and debrief the

recordings

� Identify what works

� Practice more                                   �

Do salespeople still do that? Many

more than you think!

We will define “prospecting” as

using the phone to find potential new

opportunities.

And we’ll begin by identifying those

who don’t need to prospect by phone.

Anyone with an account management

role, a strong customer base,

Right now, at this
very moment, I

received a cold call
from a printing
company. She

sounded very good on
the phone, but the
call itself was right
out of the 1970’s. 

Prospecting by Phone 
Are you tired of reading about sales process, inbound
marketing, the move to inside sales, and the failure of
most salespeople to meet quota? Me too. And I’m tired
of writing about it. Instead, let’s discuss a topic that
gets very little attention these days. Prospecting by
Phone.

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.kurlanassociates.com/
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Ecompany, regardless of size or

industry, needs a proven,

consistent system to continually hold

their team accountable. What metrics

and system are you using to track and

monitor their performance? (For

example: number of: daily/weekly

cold calls, leads generated,

scheduled meetings, presentations,

sales, RFP’s and proposals

submitted, lost sales and why, won

sales and why, callbacks, pipeline

and forecast accuracy, stage of sales

cycle,and so on.)

Refer back to your job description.

Are they achieving the milestones and

engaging in the activities that you

originally agreed upon which are

detailed in the job description that

these candidates initially responded

to? Whether you do this once a month

or once a week, it's critical that you

evaluate your people, especially your

new hire against these key success

indicators and best practices to gauge

their performance.

I recently spoke with a VP of

Sales of a Fortune 500 company that

I’ve been coaching. They recently

changed their recruiting model for

their inside sales team. Rather than

management being in control of

interviewing, screening and hiring

candidates, this responsibility was

now shifted to a specific division who

solely focused on recruiting recent

college graduates, then sending

them off to a three month long

training program.

Interestingly, as a result of this new

approach, attrition increased rather

than decreased, for several reasons.

First, the managers who would be

managing these new recruits had little

or no part in the interviewing process.

Second, the training these new

recruits went through consisted of

massive product training with little

sales skills training. And finally, once

these new recruits graduated from

their training program and took their

seat at their desk, many quickly

realized that this position they thought

they were hired for, was very different

from the reality of the job.

In this case, the breakdown and

cause of massive mis-hires was, in

fact, the job description and a failure

to set and manage expectations.

Ensuring your job description

clearly matches the daily role, function

and responsibility for the position,

having a detailed onboarding process

which clearly defines the daily, weekly

and monthly expectations within the

first 90 days, as well as an ongoing

coaching and talent development

process will prevent two costly and

time consuming mistakes that

companies commonly make.

1. Keeping Them Around Too
Long
Are you keeping someone aboard

who isn't serving the best interests of

the company? The, "Lets just wait and

see" approach to positive retention is

a surefire strategy for failure. Are you

trying to be the "good guy?" Are you

worried about having to refill the

position? Are you attached to making

this person work out? And, ultimately,

are you being seduced by the

potential you see in others?

Every day you keep a bad hire

aboard costs the company money,

time, leads and many selling

opportunities. Don't let your staff keep

you prisoner. Look at the numbers.

Make your decision based on their

productivity and on the facts, not on

your emotions.

One of the hardest parts about

being the manager is letting someone

go. In all of my global travels;

regardless of the culture or the

company, I have yet to run into the

manager who tells me, “Yes, I can’t

wait to fire someone next! I love

terminating people!”

Instead of asking, "What's best for

Whether you do this
once a month or once

a week, it's critical
that you evaluate

your people,
especially your new

hire against these key
success indicators

and best practices to
gauge their

performance.

Keith Rosen
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The captain of every ship needs to continually check
their coordinates to ensure their crew is traveling on the
safest and most efficient path that will guide them to
their desired destination. The same holds true for what
every manager needs to do with their staff. 

Staff Evaluations:
Too Often, Too Late
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me" or "What's best for the

salesperson," ask yourself, "What's

the best decision for the company?"

The answer you come up with is

typically best for all parties involved.

2. Letting Them Go Too
Quickly
If you're expecting a new salesperson

to produce immediate results without

any conscious effort as well as training

or coaching on your part, chances are,

you're hiring from need rather than

from choice or you haven't taken the

time to develop a reasonable

onboarding process or barometer for

acceptable performance. 

What established onboarding

process do you follow to ensure the

success of every new hire? 

If you don't have the time, mindset

or patience to let them grow or to put

these systems in place, you may wind

up firing a salesperson that, in the long

run, may have been your top

producer.

But before you make the decision

to let someone go, look in the mirror

and ask yourself, "Have I done

everything in my power to try and

make this person successful?" If the

answer is "Yes," it's time to move on to

more promising candidates.

Unfortunately, this question is often

subjective. That is, managers don’t

often know what they don’t even know.

Said a different way, when coaching

managers, quite often, when a

manager says, “I’ve tried everything”

What they’re really saying is “I've tried

everything that I know within my

bandwidth of knowledge, skill and

experience.”

Subsequently, after completing my

two day management coach training

program, the majority of managers

experience that epiphanie moment.

That is, “Wow, I thought I was

developing and coaching my team but

after this course, I realized that what I

was doing wasn’t coaching. Instead, it

was more about managing around my

agenda and coaching in my own

image; pushing my own expectations

during each conversation.”

How Frequently Should You
Evaluate Your Staff?
Aside from staff meetings or one on

one coaching sessions with each

employee, some companies hold

year-end reviews. The problem is,

unless you are continually checking in

and meeting with your staff throughout

the year, and keeping your finger on

the pulse of every one of your direct

reports, the year end review is often

the first time that both the employee

and employer get to share their wins

as well as their challenges.

A client of mine recently shared

their concern about Jon, one of their

salespeople. During Jon’s year end

review, they uncovered some key

issues that have compromised Jon’s

performance throughout the year;

issues that could have easily been

eliminated with additional training.

If only they had conducted their

employee review on a more frequent

basis, they could have recognized and

eliminated this problem that not only

compounded over the year but cost

the company money, new business

and countless hours in salvaging this

employee. And if they lost this

employee, it would have cost the

company even more time and money

to refill this position.

Mitigating Problems Through
Consistent Coaching
Frequent reviews, compounded with

ongoing coaching throughout the year,

make it possible to turn a year-long

problem into a minor week-long

concern. Problems, like cancer, can

metastasize. Checking the pulse of

your direct reports on a consistent

basis allows you to handle the little

problems before they become the big

problems that could have been

avoided in the first place, allowing you

to focus on what is most important.

That is, making your people more

valuable.                                                  �

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://keithrosen.com/
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Frequent reviews,
compounded with
ongoing coaching

throughout the year,
make it possible to

turn a year-long
problem into a minor
week-long concern.

Problems, like cancer,
can metastasize. 
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Why then do we not take more

resolution of stopping

something?

Stopping something…
… is less visible and therefore not

as spectacular and thrilling as

having objectives of doing

something new or different. Tracking

something that is growing is also

more attractive than seeing

something diminishing to zero. The

psychological barrier might also be

higher. Stopping something implies

a fear of loss right away. Planning to

do something new usually creates

some unwarranted optimism at least

at first. The momentum to tackle a

resolution to stop something is thus

lower from the start. 

Why is this relevant for
Sales Management?
Lack of time is one of the main

excuses sales managers use for not

doing more coaching. Yet there is

sufficient evidence available that

coaching is the single most effective

activity sales managers can

undertake to improve performance.

Would logic thus not suggest that we

first have to free up time before

making a resolution to devote more

time to coaching? Stopping doing

something is probably a faster way

to free up time than figuring out how

to make other activities more

efficient and then execute on those

findings. The low attractiveness of

stopping something compared to

reach higher efficiency is though

again a hindrance to do the

blindingly obvious. 

How to go about it?
Successful execution of a resolution

might become a five step process:

1. Change your value system with

respect to stopping something

2. Take the resolution what to stop

3. Take the resolution how to use the

freed up time

4. Execute the resolution taken in

point 2

5. Execute the resolution taken in

point 3

Step 1 follows Einstein’s insight that

problems cannot be solved with the

same thinking that created them.

Taking the resolution of how to use

the freed up time right after the

resolution what to stop might make

the implementation first resolution

easier because it is not the end but

the means to what we perceive more

as a positive outcome from the

second resolution. 

Point 4 actually means changing

a habit. Experts are telling us that

this will take about a month. So does

point 5. 

Execution on a resolution is a

change management process. The

steps of the human reaction to

change (denial, anger, fear,

accepting, exploring, fragile

competence and demonstrated

capability) are well known. The only

successful way we can deal with

this reaction is trying to not fall too

deep into the negative thinking and

trying to arrive as fast as possible at

the demonstrated new capability.

Trying to ignore that these steps

occur will however end up in

another failed initiative.

Conclusion
Does the above seem too

complicated and taking too much

time to arrive at the new behavior you

want to master? If you start the five

steps right at the beginning of the

year, you have at least 10 months to

reap the benefits of your new

behavior. Compare this to a rush

directly into executing the resolution

of doing something new and thereby

risking almost 12 months of

frustration for not being successful at

implementing the resolution or at

least having to conclude after 12

months that you have not made any

progress.                                              �

Tracking something
that is growing is also
more attractive than

seeing something
diminishing to zero.
The psychological

barrier might also be
higher. Stopping

something implies
a fear of loss
right away.

Christian Maurer

To find out more about Christian, visit:
http://ultimatesalesexecresource.blogspot.co.uk/
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… where resolutions are made how to do better next
year. Many are of the type to do something new or
different fewer are of the type to stop something. 
William Lyon McKenzie King, the former Canadian Prime
Minister is known for having set "Success often lies not
in what you do, but what you stop."
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It is the time
of the year…
It is the time
of the year…



Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten posts
– in our opinion – and then
announce one winner. The
four weekly winners will
battle it out for the “Top
Sales Blog Post of the
Month” title, and be re-
published here in our Top
Sales magazine. January’s
winner was Dan McDade.

Top Sales Article
January 2014
Top Sales Article
January 2014

Top Sales Blog Post
January 2014

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 4

Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for January was Barb
Giamanco.
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In 2006, I began evangelizing what I

would eventually call “social selling”. I

can promise you that at that time

sales leaders thought I was nuts. They

believed that social media might

impact marketing’s role and that was

about it. These leaders did not

understand that what social media (in

the collective) really meant was that

buyer behavior was changing. Buyers

were no longer relying on sales

people for information about products

and services. They were using the

Internet and social networks to start

the selling process by doing their own

independent homework.

By 2009, it was absolutely crystal

clear that sellers – B2B sellers in

particular – needed to start taking the

changes in buyer behavior a lot more

seriously. It is why I felt compelled to

write a book on the topic called The

New Handshake: Sales Meets Social

Media.

Moving into 2010, LinkedIn was

definitely evolving into more than just

a job seekers tool. Significant platform

changes gave sellers ways to find

prospects more quickly and to

promote a brand impression of

credibility and expertise through rich,

dynamic profiles in which

presentations, white papers and all

manner of great content could be

shared. Twitter was becoming more of

a force in selling and blogging created

new opportunities for sellers to create

branded, educational platforms that

helped them showcase their industry

knowledge and perspectives.

And now we have entered a New

Year. Before we look to what I believe

lies ahead, let’s take a quick look in

the 2013 rear view mirror.

This was a year when mass

numbers of trainers, sales experts,

marketers, software companies and

even Joe the Plumber began pushing

something brand new – to them –

social selling. This is new, this is

radical, you need to get on board, the

experts shouted. This will make all

your sales problems disappear. Social

selling will fill the top of your sales

funnel, increase revenue and pipeline,

bring more prospects to your doorstep

and qualify all your leads.

Heck, if you believe all the experts,

social selling will make your breakfast,

dress you, handle your outbound

phone calls, book your appointments

and conduct your sales meetings

without you being required to attend.

Frankly, you don’t actually need to

show up at work anymore, because

social selling is going to close those

deals without you. Just expect ...

Last August I wrote a blog for Top

Sales World titled “Lead Generation

Hogwash: The Top 7 Lies.”

I detailed 7 lies to be aware of to

avoid a lead generation disaster (read

the blog for the specifics):

1. Any list will do.

2. Voicemails are a waste of time.

3. Outbound calling is interruption

marketing.

4. Write it and they will come.

5. Automated systems accurately

score (prioritize) leads.

6. Give up after 1 – 2 calls. You are

better off calling someone who

actually wants to talk with you.

7. More leads are better than fewer

leads

I received a lot of positive feedback

about the article and decided to ask

our PointClear PowerViews Alumni

(those who have been on the

PowerViews show) for their input on

the most dangerous lead gen lies out

there. Here’s what they had to say:

Ardath Albee, Marketing Interactions

A form completion is a lead.

Hogwash! A form completion is an

expression of potential interest in

what your copy describes that the

person will get in exchange for their

information. Period. The only intent a

person has when completing the form

is to gain access to what you’ve

promised. Why marketers refuse to

acknowledge this reality is beyond

me, but it’s also a reason that

salespeople continue to ignore the

leads sent to them by marketing. And,

it’s irritating to your prospects. Their

fear that you’ll turn on the hard sale

based on that form is one reason they

lie. Dirty data doesn’t help and is

costly to clean up. Wouldn’t it make

more sense to respect the

interaction?

Craig Rosenberg, The Funnelholic

Leads suck. If a great conversion rate

is 30% of leads to sales qualified

leads then 7 out of 10 failed to pass

through. If a six-sigma consultant

looked at that type of waste, they

would freak out. The truth is, it's okay.

Actually I take that back, it’s not okay

if you pass those 10 leads to quota-

carrying sales reps. It is okay if you

filter those leads via a combination of

lead nurturing and sales ....

Lead Generation Lies That are
Wreaking Havoc with Your Sales

Read More Here� Read More Here�

The Road Ahead
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By listing our resolutions, we take a

vital first step to expunge all those

bad habits that dragged us down in

2013. Wasting precious time on Twitter.

Skipping out on the gym. Tiptoeing

around social selling when everyone

else was jumping in with both hands

and feet. What else—anything?

If you feel disconcerted about

having a too-short list, check your

news feeds, because resolution

suggestions are pouring in. Pick the

most valuable ones, and stop when

your list gets to around one hundred

items. With so many possibilities,

separating the wheat from the chaff

can be difficult, but here are some

resolutions worth skipping: 

1. Stop talking, start listening. 
But if your client interactions are limited

to smiling and note taking, you’re not

holding a conversation.

2. Dial down the passion 
I’m not sure how this ever became a

recommendation for anyone, but I’ve

read it more than once. I’ll go with

Emerson, who said, “Nothing great

was ever achieved without

enthusiasm.”

3. Conform to a sales process
Would you expect to hear any sales

manager say, “Even though you lost

the deal, you adhered tenaciously to

each of our eleven selling steps.

Attaboy!” As Brent Adamson, Matthew

Dixon, and Nicholas Toman wrote in

Dismantling the Sales Machine, “The

key is to give [salespeople]

considerable discretion regarding their

activities while guiding them through—

and holding them accountable for—

specific milestones on the way to a

sale.”

4. Stop selling! 
Instead, try a more useful variant,

“Stop selling the wrong way.”

5. Know everything you can
about your prospects
Don’t attempt—unless you crave the

tedious challenge of endless,

indiscriminate fact-finding. Instead,

resolve to figure out what you must

learn about prospects. 

Five resolutions to cross off your

list. If you still feel you don’t have

enough resolutions, wait a day. We'll

never run out of ways to improve.        �

Who Are the Best Salespeople on the Planet?
In 2014, Top Sales World is going to find out.

We are running a contest to identify the Top Sales Professionals in the world.

It all kicks-off in February, so please stay tuned.

Download full details here

The New Year’s date rolls easily off the tongue. Always Oh-one, Oh-one, it's one of a
small group of dates with binary symmetry. And unlike the Jewish New Year, you
don’t need to look at a calendar to confirm when it arrives. New Year's give us an
opportunity to begin anew with a clean sheet of white paper, or a new note on the
iPhone simply titled Resolutions, juxtaposed to the year.

Five New Year’s
Resolutions NOT to Make

To find out more about Andy, visit:
www.outsidetechnologies.com
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Mobile CRM – 
Are We There Yet?

Why Conversations Sell Getting to YES at Every
Stage of the Buying Cycle

A Better Way to
Gain Referrals

Etien D'Hollander � Nancy Bleeke � Colleen Francis � Paul McCord �

Top Sales HardTalk Interviews

How to Improve Your Sales
Hiring with a Shared

Selection Process 

How to Determine Which
Sales Problem is Worth

Solving? 

How to Buld a Shared
Mental Model

How to Recognize Words
that Kill Sales

Here � Here � Here � Here �

How to Guides

Elevator Speech vs. Unique
Selling Proposition vs.

Value Proposition 

Who Are Your Customers
And How Well Do You

Know Them? 

Do you Lose with Dignity? Personal Goal-Setting –
The Essentials

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Sales Team Development Sessions

The Importance Of
Working With Your Team 

Great Leaders,
Born or Made? 

The Changing Face of
Professional Management

Is Your Sales Team
Configured for Success?

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Leadership Skills
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Over the years, I’ve observed that

there are many similarities

between startups and small- to mid-

market businesses. Each is caught up

in their struggle to move up the

slippery slope of customer acquisition,

onto a plateau of stable and managed

cash flow which, in turn, becomes the

fulcrum for leveraging growth and

eventual expansion. 

After the economic meltdown of

2008, there is no denying that

everyone (intentionally or not!) has the

opportunity to become a business

person in today’s global, digital

marketplace. Business creation

necessitates revenue generation and

selling initiatives. Who actually does

the selling is a movable feast.

Business development is
becoming an implicit part of
everyone’s job description
Taking responsibility for developing

business is part of everyone’s job

description in today’s competitive

global markets. Developing one’s

business acumen can range from

acquiring commercial business skills

to developing selling skills. Either way,

the desired outcome is everyone

understanding their role in transacting

business. 

Depending on circumstances,

anyone may find themselves

assuming a selling role from time to

time. That means closing a contract

can involve some of the most unlikely

– and often unintentional –

salespeople in your organization. Do

you know who these people are?

Unintentional, non-
traditional sellers are
becoming the New Norm,
worldwide
The majority of you reading this article

are intentional 2.0 sellers: you

conscientiously apply for sales

positions. Sales is your career path.

You have purposefully studied the fine

art of selling. 

There is a parallel, if nascent,

selling universe composed of startups

and business entities aggressively

acquiring customers. No one told them

they weren’t invited to your selling

party. As far as they are concerned,

these entrepreneurs are entitled to

transact business. 

These neo-sellers aren’t anyone’s

stereotypic sales person. They haven’t

taken the time to figure out what they

are supposed to stereotype. They are

too busy going about the busy-ness of

new customer acquisition. Their goal

is sustainable new business creation. 

You may be marginalizing
your internal, hidden sales
team
There’s also the hidden sales team

that you’ve overlooked in your own

efforts to make your numbers. You

have colleagues within your own

workspace to augment your selling

efforts. These folks don’t perceive

themselves as essential to your sales

process: that responsibility certainly

wasn’t in their job description. You

apply-them-as-needed, or not at all,

since they serve what you perceive to

be minor roles in your organization

They are people like receptionists,

assemblers, welders. What about the

technical folks in IT, customer service

staff and the engineering staff, whom

you traditionally segment in-and-out

of your sales process? You either

can’t understand them or you don’t

“see” them as an essential ingredient. 

These non-traditional,

unintentional sellers often are the

voice of your company. Your

customers are comfortable doing

business with them. These non-

selling Sellers field the phone calls

and opt to take action rather than put

that customer into voicemail. These

non-traditional business developers

assume the responsibility of doing

more than just fixing the problem.

These non-traditional sellers are able

to determine the root cause and seek

a more enduring solution. 

Selling conversations
become human dialogues
The selling conversation for non-

traditional sellers is less precise than

yours. The unintentional seller has a

more organic, natural conversation

than the scripted and enabled

messaging you use. Customers

relate to these folks and don’t feel

manipulated. 

Yes, there is a tremendous

difference between what these non-

traditional sellers bring to the

business table and the selling mojo

you pack. Obviously, you are the true

artists. Your customers, however,

may not know the difference. If you

are busy hunting, the Voice of your

company may not be you over that

customer’s lifecycle.

Selling is becoming less
exclusive
All of us feel a tremendous sense of

pride in our sales acumen. We work

very hard to refine and perfect what

we do as Business People of Worth.

Perhaps our sense of entitlement to

our credo and process limits us. We

are focused on showcasing our

expertise in every conversation we

have with customers.

Non-traditional sellers are

communicating as best they can. It’s

a human interaction. The

conversation is flawed, compared to

our own highly-trained standards. Yet

their selling conversations are

compelling and effective. As their

business ecosystems become

smaller, with focus on sustainability

and interdependent suppliers and

buyers, what might the impact be on

the selling process as we know it

today?

Today’s entrepreneurs and

startups have neither the resources

nor business acumen to hire a selling

team. Besides, they are still creating.

Yet everyone sells. Everyone

designs. Everyone engineers.

Everyone resolves issues. Everyone

collects revenue. In this all-hands-on-

deck model, everyone collaborates.

Their business model is flat. When it

comes time to scale for a formal sales

function, you may have company

assisting you in commercializing their

venture. 

This month, consider the

following:

1. Consider flattening your selling

world view. Some of your greatest

resources and allies may be found

within your arsenal of unintentional

sellers within your own organization. 

2. Your future marketplace may

require you to think like your new

Buyer, who may be one of those

startups seeking to scale, after

successfully acquiring their first 25

early-adopter customers.                    �

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

My clients include startups. They are focused on their
journey to validate their ideas, create scalable business
models and determine what it takes to acquire
investors and customers. These startups are global. 

All of us feel a
tremendous sense of

pride in our sales
acumen. We work
very hard to refine

and perfect what we
do as Business

People of Worth. 

Babette Ten Haken

Everyone Sells in a Flat World 
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When I visited my grandfather's

village as a little boy, I'd enjoy

watching a wrinkled old man sit under

a tree holding a small block of wood.

Skillfully wielding a carving knife in

one hand, he chipped away at the

shapeless mass. 

Slivers of shavings fell in a heap to

the ground around him. His fingers

became coated with a fine layer of

sawdust. And slowly - magically -

something beautiful emerged from the

block of wood!

It might be a sailing boat. Or a

tobacco case. Or a jewel box.

By whittling away what wasn't

necessary, he created functional and

beautiful things from a mass of wood. 

That was a useful lesson to learn.

More recently, I was in the garage

office of a young audio geek. He

popped in the tape I brought him,

turned a knob, and a loud hiss roared

through the tiny room, almost

deafening us. Faintly, amid the noise, I

could hear someone singing.

The teenager pointed to squiggles

on his giant monitor, tweaked a couple

of controls and clicked some buttons.

Almost like magic, the background

noise grew faint, then vanished. And

the clear, sweet, melodious tones of

my little girl's singing rang through the

room!

By tuning in to the music - and

eliminating the noise - this genius has

restored a precious recording to its

pristine, original state. 

That was also another lesson.

But...

What has a wood carver's whittling

and a techie geek's sound editing got

to do with social media marketing?

As it turns out, everything!

The Myth of Bigness
When it comes to our social

networking online, we've all been told

the same thing - bigger networks are

better.

So we delve into it with gusto,

rolling up our sleeves and building up

the numbers. 

� We pay for clicks and likes.

� We beg for 'Friends' and +1s. 

� We bribe for opt-in emails. 

� We gift for RSS feed subscribers.

� We advertise for followers.

And if we stick with it for long enough,

our networks do grow bigger.
Hundreds. Maybe thousands. Or even

tens (or HUNDREDS) of thousands.

Then, often, reality bites. It's hard

to say when the exact moment will

arrive when you look at your

'audience' and ask yourself,

"But Are These Really The Right

People?"

It's that big 'A-ha' moment in your

social marketing growth!

And of course, the answer is "No,

not all of them."

� Some don't think or feel the way

you do about things.

� Some won't have enough money

or interest or conviction.

� Some may be in the wrong place,

or it may not be the right time for them.

Like the wood carver in my grandpa's

village, you have a 'block of wood'.

Hidden inside it is that beautiful and

functional something. To uncover it,

though, you'll have to whittle away at

the block.

To find the gold within.

Your true fans. Your loyal

supporters. Your raving evangelists.

Your ideal partners. Your most

probable customers. Your dream

team members.

They are all there, right inside your

social network - along with many who

don't care.

Whittling down your networks
can help you find them.

What am I saying?

Is Smaller Always Better?
Too many people hear this, and think

that I advocate trimming down the

size of their social networks. 

That really isn't the point.

True, there are some advantages

to a smaller group. It's easier to

manage interactions with 50 people

than 500. When you have a LARGE

following, you'll have to handle the

roar of noise they'll create.

Here's a simple test. 

Log on to your Twitter account

around the time at which your stream

is busiest. Go to your time line. Try to

read the updates on each screen, and

see if you can glance through them

before they refresh with new content.

If you can't do it consistently,

you're probably following too many

people!

Too many to engage with
meaningfully
Just think about it. 

If I'm one among 50,000 people on

your email list and you invite my

questions, suggestions or feedback, I

KNOW that you won't read my note

and respond. 

How do I know?

Well, if only 1 in 5 subscribers

respond, that's 10,000 emails. Even if

you take just THREE SECONDS per

message, that's 30,000 seconds - or

500 minutes - or over EIGHT

HOURS... only to read them!

Not study them, analyze them,

think about them, engage me in

conversation over them, or act on

them.

And that's at an 'impossible' 3

seconds per email! 1 - 2 - 3... Next.

It's the same with other social

interactions.

Like the wood carver
in my grandpa's

village, you have a
'block of wood'.

Hidden inside it is
that beautiful and

functional something.
To uncover it, though,
you'll have to whittle

away at the block.

Dr. Mani Sivasubramanian

Whittle Down & Tune In For
Greater Impact 
What a Village Wood Carver & a Young Audio-Geek taught
me about Social Media Marketing.
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If I'm one of 100,000 followers on

your Twitter account, I know it's pure

chance that I'll ever get you to look at

one of my tweets.

If I'm one of your 5,000 Friends on

Facebook or Google+, the likelihood

of my posts getting your attention for

long enough to accomplish something

is tiny.

And so, I stop trying. 
As do thousands of others on your

network. Folks who might fall into the

sweet spot of being your "ideal

audience", for many different reasons.

To be able to hear their voices,
you should be able to tune out the
noise.

Twiddle with a few controls, like my

young audio-geek friend does with

tapes. Or get yourself some powerful

tools.

That's when you have the greatest

impact through social media

marketing.

Making A Bigger Impact 
- And Scaling It Higher
So by whittling down your network to

identify your most relevant audience

and then tuning out the noise to listen

to them and engage them in

conversations, building a relationship,

you become ideally positioned to

make an impact.

� Sell a product or service.

� Gain support or volunteers for a

cause.

� Influence opinions or be a thought

leader.

� Start a movement.

� Build a team. Anything.

It begins by gaining mindshare
among your core audience - and
then growing from there.

Stephen Covey first introduced me

to the concept of 'circles of influence'.

As we grow more experienced,

knowledgeable and wise, we can leave

an impact on more areas, on more

people, for a longer time. Our network

can grow bigger and still be influenced

by the things we think, say and do.

But that comes later. 

After you've first established

yourself as a player, an expert, a

specialist, a guru - by whittling down

and tuning in.

So, Are The Social Media
Mavens Wrong?
Or, worse, are they misleading you?

Not really. Many of us set out with

dreams of world domination. Or at

least massive achievement.

Trouble is, it isn't quick and easy. It

takes passion, persistence and some

luck. You'll need patience combined

with determination and stick-to-it-

iveness to make it.

And not everyone has what it
takes to make the cut.

Once you do reach this tipping

point, bigger is better. Your favorite

social marketing guru or diva has

already reached that point. Sees the

social media landscape through those

unique lenses. And offers suggestions

for getting to that point yourself.

There's one thing that's often

overlooked...

Your Goals May Be Different!

To accomplish your goals, you may

not need to be "world famous" or

become a "celebrity". For most of us,

being a 'mini-celebrity' in our niches is

more than adequate to reach all of our

goals - even the big ones!
That's the shocker. Not everyone is

identical. 

A few people are indeed better off

with social networks having

thousands, hundreds of thousands,

even millions of friends, followers and

fans. 

But most of us only need a
thousand true fans. 

Maybe even less!

That's why the impact of a wood

carver in a remote South Indian village

and a geeky audiophile working in a

garage has guided my social media

marketing strategy... and helped make

my dreams come true.

Do you think it'll work for you? Or

are you an acolyte of the "bigger is

always better" cult?                                 �

Re-published by kind permission of
WittyParrot. This first appeared on
their blog on January 3rd 2014 

To find out more about Dr. Mani, visit:
www.MoneyPowerWisdom.com and
www.chdinfo.com
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If I'm one among
50,000 people on your

email list and you
invite my questions,

suggestions or
feedback, I KNOW

that you won't read
my note and respond. 
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Interviewing Process
The interviewing process should not

last more than 5 weeks as prolonged

recruiting projects quickly lose

momentum.  On the flip side, it’s

recommended that the staffing

process take no less than 3 weeks as

you want to do your due diligence.

Never rely on 1 meeting.  

During the interviews, clearly lay

out your expectations,

comprehensively describe the position

and get to know the candidate on both

a professional and personal basis.  In

addition, touch upon the following:

� The sales territory the

representative is expected to cover.

� Estimated travel. 

� Needs of your clients and target

market. 

� The product / service features that

differentiate your firm from others in

the space. 

Balance out the number of job seekers

whom you interview.  It is

recommended that you meet more

than 3 candidates, but fewer than 10.

Too few and you have little room for

comparison; too many and the

recruiting process becomes

disorganized. 

If possible, make sure every

candidate is interviewed by several

people.  Listen when a trusted

colleague tells you his or her gut is

responding negatively to an applicant.  

Compensation
Compensation is a balancing act.  You

should have a fair balance between

base salary and upside on

commission.  When you under

compensate, you are likely to get

turned down by the prospective

employee during the offer process.  If

they do accept, you are likely hiring an

employee who will come to resent the

organization, frequently miss sales

goals, lack motivation and who will

provide subpar client service.

On the flip side, higher incentives

can lead to worse performance.  In

2009, individuals from the London

School of Economics analyzed various

corporate compensation plans.  They

concluded that financial incentives can

result in a negative performance of an

employee. 

Asking an employee what pay they

want can be a mistake on the part of

the hiring manager.  When asked,

sales representatives often pull

irrational numbers from their head.

Once they convey those numbers to

you, they are likely to stick to those

requirements.

Instead, find out what the individual

is making now as well as what they

made last year. Kindly request that you

see their W-2 to confirm the numbers

are accurate.  Also, utilize this number

to formulate the amount of base salary

you intend to pay as well as a solid

commission plan.  

Noteworthy Advice 
Recruiting from competitors is not all

it’s cracked up to be.  It’s important to

understand that bringing over a

potential hire from a different industry

allows the sales rep. to start fresh and

typically costs less.  In the past

decade, our headhunters have seen

more longevity and success from

employees who come from parallel or

different industries as opposed to

competitors. 

Throughout the interview, the

candidate should be engaged and

asking intelligent questions such as

when the desired results need to be

achieved and how the company is

currently going about meeting its

goals.  

In the End 
It’s arguable that business

development representatives make

more of a direct impact on a firm than

any other division.  Formulating the

right sales team can allow your

company to quickly take market share

from competitors as well as turn one

time clients into repeat customers.

Conversely, failing to do so can hinder

your ability to drive revenue.            �

If possible, make sure
every candidate is

interviewed by
several people.

Listen when a trusted
colleague tells you

his or her gut is
responding

negatively to an
applicant.  

To find out more about Ken, visit:
www.kasplacement.com
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Running a sales and marketing

staffing firm for the past 10 years,

I’ve realized that you can never get

hiring perfect.  However, following a

set platform can significantly increase

your odds of recruiting difference

makers who consistently generate

revenue. 

What to Look For
Look beyond the piece of paper.

When analyzing a sales resume, don’t

judge a candidate solely by the

document.  Simply because an

applicant has the exact fitting

background, doesn’t translate to them

possessing the ambition, personality

and intelligence to make a difference.   

While being too stringent on job

seeker backgrounds can severely limit

options, you still want to seek out

resumes which display:

� A past history of meeting and

exceeding quotas.

� A past history of employment

stability.

� A perceived ability to manage sales

cycles. 

� Knowledge of consultative and / or

solution selling.

Moreover, once interviewing these

applicants, determine their level of

integrity, passion, confidence, positive

energy and commitment to success.

Additionally, do your best to decipher if

his / her personality is:

� Conducive to future leadership.

� Likely to form solid relationships

with clients.

� Fitting within the culture of the

organization.  

Recruiting the right sales
professionals can lead to
enhanced revenue
generation, heightened
competitive advantage
and sustained corporate
success.  While
companies from all over
the world actively seek
more efficient, intelligent
and passionate business
development
representatives, few hires
result in the desired
success. 

A Guide to Recruiting Sales
Professionals 



At this rate of decline, we should

anticipate that nobody is going to

achieve his or her numbers in 2050 –

but of course, logic has no part to play

here. If it did, it would define that, with

all of the increased number of sales

tools at our disposal, the arrival of first

Sales 2.0 and then “social selling”,

better efficiency by moving sales

teams indoors, we would all be

smashing through those targets – but

we are not…

The truth is that we have all read

the promotional blurb surrounding

each new fad/trend/new

methodology/concept/approach and

we have believed it – for a while. Each

of them do of course have merit, and

used wisely and appropriately, should

enhance our performance – but none

of them are a panacea in their own

right.

I highlighted the words “wisely” and

“appropriately”, because the adoption

of any new approach requires

experimentation and intelligent

research. For example, implementing

a social selling strategy without really

understanding what results we are

expecting, or how our sales teams will

respond, could be described as

foolhardy at best. Equally, we must

always be certain that any alteration to

the way we do business is appropriate

– not only for us, but also for our clients

and customers. This is one issue that

has caused me most angst recently –

a complete failure to consult with the

existing customer base on major

changes of strategy that will affect the

way business is transacted. Make no

mistake, they have a right to know, and

are far happier and more secure when

they are part of the process and not

part of the audience.

Apart from social selling and the

rapidly increasing importance of

“mobile data”, I suppose the continued

migration of sales teams, from outside

to inside, was the most significant

feature of 2013. Financial realities are

always quoted as the main reason for

this “phenomenon”, which is of course

true, but the advances in what I would

term “technological sophistication”

have also provided us with this viable

option. I suppose that my one concern

is that, will all these companies who

are effecting this migration eventually

realize – as their products and

solutions become “commoditized” –

that actually, they do not need

expensive salespeople at all? Will the

next migration be to “order-takers”?

And then finally, the full adoption of the

Amazon model? “Yes” is the right

answer for most sales positions in

most industry sectors. What is more

difficult to predict is how long all this

will take to happen…

Conversely, those who predicted

the death-knell of face-face selling are

being left with egg on their own faces.

In fact, the top 20% of all salespeople

– in terms of value of business won

and salaries earned – are all external.

Their value has increased, and will

continue to increase as their skill-sets

have broadened and their commercial

bandwidth has widened.

I suppose my abiding memory of

2013 will be an image of “the blind

leading the blind” – naïve CEOs totally

baffled by a new “social world” and

abdicating far too much responsibility

to Marketing, who themselves are

jostling with sales divisions for

dominance, whilst juggling the options

in order to justify their existence.

(Although I have to say, I have

absolutely no doubt the marketing

function in most companies will

become far more important than the

sales function, within 5 years)

Then we have sales leaders, who

are mostly unqualified to perform their

role adequately. Yes, they can sell, but

sadly, far too few can manage. It isn’t

their fault, they were never taught

(well, most of them) – and that is why

the average tenure of a sales manager

is now down to 16 months.

And finally, we arrive at the sales

team – the frontline troops – who are

now armed with every conceivable

sales tool and social selling

awareness, but they can’t sell. How do

I know that? Because, like you, I am a

“target”. Every day I am approached

by poorly trained, hopelessly

prepared, amateurish salesmen and

women.

Maybe this then is the answer to

our conundrum. Maybe 50% of the

sales population cannot actually sell.

They have forgotten the basics – or

more likely, were never schooled in the

first place.

Imagine if 50% of pilots couldn’t

fly…? Or 50% of lawyers didn’t know

anything about law…? Or 50% of

surgeons couldn’t perform the

required procedures…? We would be

concerned – right? So why do we

tolerate such abysmal sales

performances year after year? It is

simply that the wrong people – self-

serving people – are being tasked with

the diagnosis.

My final thought – one last piece of

timely advice, as we all hurtle

headlong into a new year… There is

NO “one-size fits all” solution. What is

appropriate and works for one industry

/ one sector / one company / one sales

team or even one salesperson, will

NOT necessarily work for another.

Never, ever be afraid to challenge the

paradigms – there has never been a

more important time to be brave.

Break the Rules – Change the

Game!                                                     �

You can listen to three recent
interviews in which I discuss my
predictions for the future of sales:

� With Anthony Iannarino – 

“On the Future of Sales”
� With Deb Calvert – 

“Selling in 2015 – Will You Make
It? Only 20% Will.”

� With Jim Labaito – 

“Structuring Your Salesforce to
Remain Effective and Efficient”

Next Month: "Who are Going to be the Real
"Movers & Shakers" in 2014?"
Before then, The JF Blogit is back on Monday
February 3rd - never say "never!"
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Maybe this then is
the answer to our

conundrum. Maybe
50% of the sales

population cannot
actually sell. They
have forgotten the

basics – or more
likely, were never

schooled in the
first place.

2013 – Some Reflections 
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Here is what we know: More than 50% of frontline sales professionals missed target
last year. That is worse than 2012, which was worse than 2011. Are you spotting a
trend here?

http://thesalesblog.com/blog/2013/10/12/episode-26-on-the-future-of-sales-with-jonathan-farrington/
http://peoplefirstps.com/selling-in-2015-will-you-make-it-only-20-will/
http://www.biztalkradioshow.com/2013/12/03/1915/
http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/


Download two FREE chapters from 
Dan McDade’s “The Truth About Leads” HERE

Jamie Turner, Chief Content Officer 
60 Second Marketer

“If you’re interested 
in turning leads into 
dollars, this book is 
for you.”

“If you’re interested 
in turning leads into 
dollars, this book is 
for you.”

You get the picture. In this case it’s

fun--but not a successful sale.

Being out of context can be even

worse: Imagine you are driving at 140

mph on a pretty wet highway at night.

That’s driving out of context with a

high risk of crashing due to

aquaplaning. 

“We don’t sell out of context.” I

hear you. … But wait a minute. Let’s

see why context in sales matters

more than ever and where the

challenges are. 

Our research says that 89 percent

of top-performing sales organizations

clearly understand their customers'

issues before they propose a solution

to solve their problems. Doing so

requires a deep understanding of the

customer’s specific context, because

customers don’t buy products or

services. They buy the value they get

from a provider’s capabilities to fix a

problem, to accomplish their goals, or

to avoid potential problems. 

This is why customer context

matters in every single interaction.

This is why the customer context

along the customer journey has to be

a major design point regarding selling

methodology, sales enablement and

execution. 

Nevertheless, many customers

still complain that sales professionals

are very knowledgeable about their

own products and company, but not

sufficiently knowledgeable about the

specific customer’s industry and

specific role and challenges, or how

to approach the customer. 

There seems to be a gap. A variety

of challenges must be considered: 

� A generic foundation of customer

context can be prepared by sales

enablement or marketing in various

forms and shapes, ideally in content

modules that are easy to customize.

This covers all information describing

the conditions of a certain

market/industry, typical roles and

personas you have to deal with, their

typical business challenges and

patterns, and how to approach them. 

� The situational customer context,

which makes the real difference,

requires salespeople. It requires that

they know where to find the context

data and--even more important--

how to adopt the generic findings

effectively to the specific selling

situation. This is why providing

content on context is not enough. As

long as people don’t know how to

use it effectively, it doesn’t create

any value. 

� Frontline sales managers have to

coach their team members the right

way. This is a very powerful key to

increasing sales productivity that is

often overlooked. As context is

changing along the customer journey,

it’s important that coaching on

specific opportunities is always

focused on understanding the

changing context picture in order to

completely understand the

implications and to take the right

actions.

Context is the opposite of working

with assumptions. Context is the

opposite of guessing. Context is

about getting precise and specific.

Understanding and applying

customer context is a prerequisite to

providing valuable perspectives to

your customers in order to win their

business.                                              �

To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Tamara Schenk

Context Matters 
“My Blackberry Is Not Working!” is one of the most
brilliant sketches, especially when it comes to context.
Imagine a fruit and vegetable shop. A customer comes in
the shop, starts complaining that his BlackBerry wouldn’t
work. Then, he puts a piece of fruit on the table. … 

“We don’t sell out of
context.” I hear you.
… But wait a minute.

Let’s see why context
in sales matters more
than ever and where
the challenges are.

http://www.pointclear.com/the-truth-about-leads/truth-about-leads-sample-chapters.php


Kevin has more than 30 years of

experience in every aspect of

sales, sales management, and sales

training. Early in his career, Kevin was

a sales representative, account

executive, sales manager, and district

general manager during a

distinguished career with Lanier

Worldwide, a Fortune 200 company.

Frustrated with the lack of customer

focus on most sales approaches at the

time, he founded his own company in

1989. Since then, Kevin has delivered

sales and management/leadership

training to tens of thousands of

tenured salespeople and sales

managers.

Kevin has a second book, Slow

Down, Sell Faster! Understand Your

Customer’s Buying Process and

Maximize Your Sales that breaks one

of the most entrenched myths of

selling: that a faster sales pitch leads

to a faster close. It follows in the path

of his first book, Getting Into Your

Customer’s Head: 8 Secret Roles of

Selling Your Competitors Don’t Know,

which was selected one of the top 30

business books of 1996 by Soundview

Executive Book Summaries.

Kevin’s formal education

includes a B.A. in Business

Administration from California State

University-Chico, and extensive

post-graduate work at U.C. Berkeley

on the subject of instructional

design. Kevin and his wife, who

have two children, live in the Reno-

Tahoe area.                                       �

Focus On
Kevin Davis

In The Spotlight

Kevin Davis is the president of TopLine Leadership Inc., 
a leading sales and sales management training company serving
clients from diverse sectors. TopLine shows companies how to
dramatically increase top line revenue growth by implementing 
a consistent sales process based on a deep understanding of
how customers buy.
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You can buy Kevin’s book HERE

To Find out more about Kevin, visit: www.toplineleadership.com/

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Slow-Down-Sell-Faster-Understand/dp/0814416853
www.perfectpitch24.com


What’s in it for the Sales Professional?

Front Row Mobile CRM was designed for

the Sales Professional. A user can learn

the Front Row Mobile CRM reporting

system in 10 minutes and complete

reports immediately after a sales call, in

less than 30 seconds. Users appreciate

that they have more time to sell and spend

less time at administrative tasks. Front

Row CRM helps the Sales Professional

become more productive and gives them

more time to sell.

What’s in it for the Sales Manager?

The front line sales manager is the most

important yet most neglected individual in

the sales team. FrontRow provides the

sales manager with critical information that

allows them to improve performance in

their jobs. The sales manager is in a better

position to help each Sales person

improve and to make the company more

resource efficient.

What’s in it for the Company?

For most companies sales are not only the

most expensive component of the entire

budget but management has no live

information regarding the effectiveness or

capacity of their sales team. Front Row’s

combination of increased quantity and

improved quality of information will have a

dramatic impact on your company’s

revenue.

info@frontrowsolutions.co.uk
Phone +44 23 9241 5795

Address
Langstone Technology Park
Langstone Road, Havant,
Hampshire PO9 1SA UK

UK Office
now open

Calculate the impact to your revenue now!

If your sales team is tasked with increasing revenue while cutting costs, you
have to take a hard look at all your resources – including your meeting
technology. Losing time with your prospect, due to problems accessing or
running meetings, has a direct impact on success and revenue. For sales
organizations, time is money!

Use our Revenue Impact Calculator to help you identify:

� Your sales team’s revenue per minute
� Time lost annually due to meeting technology
� Total revenue hit due to problematic meetings

DETAILS HERE

http://frontrowsolutions.co.uk/
http://frontrowsolutions.co.uk/
http://www.linkedin.com/
http://experts.pgi.com/revenue-impact-calculator?cid=PGi:AQ:REVIMPCAL:PGICOM:12-12-2013


A very special thank you to
our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing
support and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please email us:

sponsorship@www.topsalesworld.com
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http://bit.ly/Sq6WU6
http://bit.ly/KEJk9c
http://www.insightsquared.com/
http://bit.ly/WGgUVv
http://bit.ly/a1tCYb
http://www.pedowitzgroup.com/
http://www.onesource.com/landingpages/google/google_next_gen_bc.asp?camp=Adwords_UK_Branded_and_Competitor&p=The+Competition&reg=UK&_kk=5ca06aeb-b390-42d5-9e82-29dba987d235&_kt=14117412325&gclid=CIS985Pp6rUCFfLLtAoduzUAqQ
http://www.perfectpitch24.com/
http://bit.ly/w0TvDt
http://www.seismic.com/
http://web.revegy.com/
https://www.clearslide.com/
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://www.wittyparrot.com/
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0
http://www.toplineleadership.com/

